Association rule is one of the primary tasks in data mining that discovers correlations among items in a transactional database. The majority of vertical and horizontal association rule mining algorithms have been developed to improve the frequent items discovery step which necessitates high demands on training time and memory usage particularly when the input database is very large. In this paper, we overcome the problem of mining very large data by proposing a new parallel MapReduce (MR) association rule mining technique called MR-ARM that uses a hybrid data transformation format to quickly finding frequent items and generating rules. The MR programming paradigm is becoming popular for large scale data intensive distributed applications due to its efficiency, simplicity and ease of use, and therefore the proposed algorithm develops a fast parallel distributed batch set intersection method for finding frequent items. Two implementations (Weka, Hadoop) of the proposed MR association rule algorithm have been developed and a number of experiments against small, medium and large data collections have been conducted. The ground bases of the comparisons are time required by the algorithm for: data initialisation, frequent items discovery, rule generation, etc. The results show that MR-ARM is very useful tool for mining association rules from large datasets in a distributed environment.
Introduction
Since the introduction of association rule [1] , it continues to be an active research area in data mining and machine learning communities. Association rule discovery is an important task that finds relationships among items in a database. The classic application for association rule is market basket analysis in which business experts aim to investigate the shopping behaviour of customers in an attempt to discover regularities. For example, in a supermarket, if a customer buys matches, what is the probability that he/s buys crisp as well? Using such rules, marketing experts can develop strategic decisions concerning shelving, sales promotions and planning.
Apriori based association rule algorithms, e.g. [2] [3] [4] , operate in two primary steps: 1) Frequent items discovery and 2) Rule generation. In the first step, they discover frequent items in multiple iterations [5] [6] . Frequent items are items which occur in the database above a certain threshold denoted by the minimum support (MinSupp). In Apriori based algorithms, the discovery of frequent items is accomplished by level wise search where in the first level, they count the frequencies of items having length "1" (1-items), and determine whether or not they are frequent. Then, in each subsequent level, the algorithms start with items found to be frequent in the previous level in order to produce candidate items in the current level. Apriori-like techniques normally achieve a good computational performance whenever the size of the candidate items is small. However, in circumstances where a low support threshold is given and/or rules with many attributes are required, the expected number of candidate items may be massive [7] . Therefore, passing over the database multiple times to compute the candidate items supports is a significant overhead in terms of runtime and memory usage, regardless of the method in use.
While the second step that involves generating the rules from the set of discovered frequent items is straightforward, given that frequent items and their supports are known [8] [9] . The first step of finding frequent items is a relatively a harder problem that requires extensive computation and storage [10] . For example, if we consider a supermarket that contains 1200 different distinct items, there are 2 1200 possible different combinations of candidate items, most of which do not appear even a single time in the database. Only a small subset of this large number of candidate items is frequent. Many researchers have extensively investigated the problem of finding frequent items in association rule discovery in the last decade for the purpose of improving its efficiency in both local and distributed environments, e.g. [3] [11] [12] [13] .
Map-Reduce (MR) [14] programming model has been adopted by many search enterprises such as Yahoo, Google, and Amazon to enable building petabyte data centres comprising hundreds of thousands of nodes. These data centres are of low hardware cost and with a software infrastructure to allow for parallel processing of the stored data. MR model provides a software infrastructure to simplify writing applications that can access and process this massive data. However the cluster setup to get the optimum performance is not a trivial problem. It needs configuration of tens of setup and dynamic job parameters which affect every task execution. In addition to the configuration parameters, more research is now focusing on developing better scheduling algorithms for certain types of applications in MR.
Currently, the majority of the known learning algorithms in the different data mining tasks like classification [5] [16] [17] and association rule handle the mining process as a single function unit, although many steps are concerned. Examples of association rule algorithms for a single function task are MSApriori [2] , FP-growth [11] , etc. Though, after the introduction of MR that has recently attracted data mining scholars because of its ability of performing parallel processing particularly during learning step and when the input data is extremely large. Some scholars had started employing MR framework in mining large datasets in the learning step which made parallel distributing multiple tasks on a number of nodes possible without having to lose output accuracy. For instance, [18] have developed the K-means clustering algorithm [19] utilising the MR. The results showed that the MR K-means reduces the runtime of the algorithm by 30%. [14] developed a scheduler algorithm that utilises pattern classification for the task assignment in MR framework. The developed scheduling algorithm was able to cut down the response time of some workloads by considerable amount as compared to the original scheduler. The decision tree classification algorithm [15] was implemented using the MR framework in [20] to enforce parallel and distributed classification. After experimentations, the results revealed that an increasing in the number of nodes may impact the classification modelling in a positive way. Lastly, the Apriori association [1] has a simple MR implementation based on item counting and merging in [4] . This paper introduces a novel association rule mining algorithm using MR that can be considered as hybrid approach between the vertical mining [21] and the horizontal mining with HT pruning [5] . We first discuss distributing Apriori in MR framework, which is similar to Dynamic counting algorithm [22] and assuming that the dataset has horizontal data format. Then we focus on using vertical format and applying scalable parallel intersections for group of sets at once using a new MR rule learning method. The new algorithm is called Map-Reduce Association Rule Mining (MR-ARM) and it uses a novel hybrid rule learning process based on transforming the input data from horizontal (line-space) to vertical data (item-space) formats and vice versa by performing parallel intersection batches (More details are given in Section 3) We have two implementations of MR-ARM that are discussed later one in Weka machine learning software (http://www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/ml/weka/) and another within Hadoop (http://hadoop.apache.org/). After developing the new MR algorithm, experimental results were given and analysed with reference to its efficiency in producing frequent items if compared with other algorithms in addition a deep investigation on the scalability of the new algorithm using MRSim [23] simulator is conducted This paper is structured as follows: Sections 2 discusses the association rule mining main definitions and parallel association rule mining approaches in both horizontal and vertical data format in brief. Section 3 introduces the new MR association rule mining algorithm and its main steps including the novel data initialisation step, the frequent rule items discovery and the rule generation methods. The experimental results are discussed in Section 5 and finally, conclusions are given in Section 5. Definition 4: The confidence of an association rule is defined as the probability that a transaction contains Y given that it contains X, and given as support (X ∪ Y )/support(X).
Given a database, the association rule problem is to discover the complete set of rules that survive the user MinSupp and MinConf thresholds respectively.
The problem of producing all association rules from a database can be decomposed into two sub-problems:
• Step 1. The discovery of all items with support greater than the MinSupp.
These are the frequent items.
• Step 2. For each frequent item derived, generate rules that survive the MinConf. For example if ABC is frequent item, then we might evaluate the confidence of rulesAB → C,AC → Band BC → A.
Paralleling Apriori like Algorithms
Counting in Apriori algorithm is used to discover frequent items in the input database which represent items that appear in the database with frequency above the MinSupp threshold. Distributed and parallel counting in Apriori is easy to build in MR as in [4] in which data are divided into chunks and distributed to several nodes with parallel counting processes working on each node. The results of counting have much smaller size and are communicated into another central node to calculate the overall sum. Counting is an aggregate operation. Thus, using combiners that calculate intermediate sums locally before sending them over the network greatly reduces the data sizes transferred over the network. Using hash tables allows checking all frequent items of certain size which are included in one line. Frequent items are saved in a hash table and distributed to the working processes before scanning the data. Two main constraints of the previous implementation are 1) The demand on repeatedly scanning the whole input dataset until finding the complete set of frequent items and 2) The hash tables that hold references to the so far discovered frequent items may grow to sizes that make them unable to fit in the available main memory. Figure 1 shows how to implement the distributing counting in Apriori algorithm using MR framework. 
Paralleling Algorithms with Vertical Data Representation
Association rule algorithms, e.g., [7] showed faster performance than other algorithms which scan the dataset multiple times, e.g. [2] These algorithms such dEclat [21] avoid the iterative scanning of the input dataset in which they use the vertical data format to transform each item in the dataset into its corresponding tid-list in order to find frequent items. This is accomplished by simply intersecting the tid-list attached to the frequent items. A tid-list is a data structure that holds the row numbers in which the item has occurred in the input dataset. However, all data and tid-lists are held in virtual memory, distributing the algorithms that use vertical data format and set intersection faces some challenges. If the current frequent item set size is N. Then, on average, each set has to be distributed to (N-1)/2 intersection processes to generate frequent items of a higher degree. The more parallel processes there the more data has to be transferred to the other processing nodes.
Another restriction in paralleling algorithms that employ tid-list intersections is that they require random access to the data. Random access to data would often consumes most of the application time. Relational database systems can be helpful to improve the access time speed when utilised. However it adds a restriction to the scalability as more data to be used in distributed way means that the relational database becomes the bottle neck of the system. A good framework for such data storage with random access is using Google Bigtable distributed data structure [24] which was introduced by Google and has good open-source implementation by Apache Hadoop Project called HBase [25] . The advantage of using HBase includes seamless effort to parallel distribution of the data using parallel working nodes. However, more effort is needed to coordinate the tid-lists intersections over the distributed environment.
Here comes our algorithm which benefits from the simplicity and the abstraction introduced by MR to define simple learning method that is fully distributed and benefits from a new data representation to avoid a) repeatedly scanning the original dataset and b) using complicated data structures with better scheduling to coordinate processes in distributed environments. MR-ARM can be seen as an algorithm that uses hybrid data representation and fast distributed batch set intersections for finding frequent items (More details are given in the next section).
The Proposed Distributed MR Association Rule Algorithm
Using MR for frequent items counting in Apriori ( Figure 1 ) showed good scalability. However, scanning the input dataset multiple times is still needed. The proposed MR algorithm eliminates the need to iterative scanning of the data in finding frequent items. Instead, it repeats scanning other intermediate data that usually keep shrinking per iteration. Number of iterations is same as number of iterations in Apriori but MR-ARM scans less data than Apriori. Thus, the main differences between Apriori and our algorithm are:
• MR-ARM performs only one scan on the original data format whereas Apriori scans the original data multiple times • MR-ARM uses new data structure to represent the dataset, which is a mixture of both item and line representations (Section 3.1 gives further details). On the other hand Apriori employs the horizontal data format which suffers from the high cost in training time and memory use.
• MR-ARM utilises parallel batch set intersection using MR framework in discovering frequent items (Section 3.2 gives further details) whereas Apriori uses items counting and merging in level wise search.
• MR-ARM uses batch rule extracting based on MR framework which allows for parallel rule generation unlike Apriori which generates rules after the complete discovery of all frequent items.
The proposed algorithm consists of three steps: Data initialisation, frequent items discovery, and rules extraction. These steps in addition to data transformations from item-space to line-space and vice versa are explained in the next sub-sections
MR-ARM uses integer values to represent the items in a dataset. This makes the algorithm faster and requires less memory size. Mapping items into integer values can be delayed and merged with the step of finding frequent items of size one. To explain the hybrid data layout, consider the dataset of Table 1 which consists of a number of transactions where each transaction contains several items. The minimum start up done for the data is to add unique integer value for each transaction as shown in Table 5 . We used line numbers as transaction id (TID). Next, items are mapped to its integer representation (item ids) where each item is replaced with two integer values (ColumnIds, RowId) ( Table 4 and definitions 1&2) Mapping items to "(ColumnIds)RowId" format can be done in a single data scan. In a standalone implementation this can be accomplished using hash tables that link each item with the current RowId. These tables are updated each time a new transaction is read. In large datasets, one MR job can do the mapping using simple "map" and "reduce" functions ( Figure 2 ) Definition 1: ColumnIds: are the integer mapped values of the item. We used the word "column" because it indicates the column number for this item. We used sparse matrix format for input dataset as in Table 6 Definition 2: RowId: the lowest first TID at which the item occurred in the input dataset.
The previous reduce function is an aggregate operation of finding the minimum value. Thus reduce function can be used as a combiner and this greatly reduces the amount of data to be communicated between the nodes, and converts the data quickly Lazy data start up can be applied to the dataset which in this case, mapping the items into the format of "(ColumnIds) RowId" is moved to the step of finding frequent 1-items. In this way, the previous map or reduce functions is modified to be as shown in Figure 3 . Table 1. Initial dataset   Items  I1, I2,I3  I2,I4  I2,I5  I1,I2,I4  I1,I5  I2,I5  I1,I5  I1,I2,I5,I3  I1,I2,I5 MR-ARM employs two data formats to represent intermediate data used in the algorithm: The line-space and item space. Example of line-space format is the dataset initialised in Table 4 , where it is represented in a collection of lines. Each line has the format of:
Line , (columnIds 0)rowId 0,. . . ., (columnIds n) rowId n Line , list of items ids This is similar to the horizontal data representation in association rule. The other used data format is the item-space which can be seen as a map where keys are items ids and values are the set containing the lines locations corresponding to item appearances in the input database. Table 5 contains the result after transforming the data in Table 4 from line-space to item-space As shown later, this simple data TID Items  1  I1,I2,I3  2  I2,I4  3  I2,I5  4  I1,I2,I4  5  I1,I5  6  I2,I5  7  I1,I5  8  I1,I2,I5,I3  9 I1,I2,I5 
format allows items of higher degrees to be represented the same way. 
. Frequent Items Discovery and Rule Pruning
The pseudocode of the MR-ARM is shown in Figure 4 which includes data start up and frequent items discovery The algorithm works by applying the support pruning while repeating the transformation of the input data between line-space to itemspace until discovering all frequent items ( Figure 5 ). Data transformation is performed using the MR methods "ToFrequent.Mapper" and "ToFrequent.Reducer". The input for the ToFrequent.Mapper method is <line, list of ItemId>, and the output is <ItemId, Line>, which then is input to the "ToFrequent.Reducer" and this method outputs <ItemId, set of lines>.
(line space)<Line Number, List of ItemIds>→ ToFrequent.Mapper → <ItemId, Line>→ ToFrequent.Reducer → <ItemId, set of lines>(item space)
On the other hand, transforming the data from an item-space to line-space is performed using the methods "ToLine.Mapper" and "ToLine.Reducer". The "ToLine.Mapper" gets <ItemId, set of lines>as an input and produces <Line Number: ItemId>as an output, which is in turn gets inputted to the "ToLine.Reducer" and this method collects the ItemIds entries for certain lines and outputs<line, list of ItemId>in a line-space.
(item space) <ItemId, set of lines>=>ToLineMapper =><ItemId, Line>=>ToLine.Reducer =><line, List of ItemIds>(line space)
If the dataset has fixed number of attributes then the maximum number of iterations to find all frequent items equals the number of attributes (columns) in the input dataset. If the data has sparse attributes then the maximum number of iterations is equal to the largest number of attributes occurred in a line within the dataset. However, the actual number of iterations could be much smaller as the number of items in both line-space to item-space usually keeps shrinking by iterations. In each iteration, more items are dropped because of applying support pruning and more lines are dropped since they do not have sufficient number of items to generate the next ids of frequent items of a higher size. 
Rule Discovery Example
Let's apply the frequent items discovery procedure of the proposed algorithm on Table 1 . Assume that the MinSupp is set to 3/9 meaning that any keyword that occurs at least three times in the table is considered frequent. To discover the frequent 1-items the algorithm transforms the data into line-space as shown previously in Table 4 .
(Line 1)
Results devised from the Mapper are sorted and introduced to the Reducer grouped by the key value. For instance and for attribute values (keywords) "I1" and "I3", the data offered to the Reducer are as follows:
For these particular attribute values, it is obvious that (1)1 is frequent item with support value6/9 where item (3)1 is not frequent because it has support value of 2/9 which is less the MinSupp (3/9). Thus, item (3)1 is dropped from item-space of size 1 as it did not survive the support requirements. Once the frequent 1-items are determined, their occurrences are transformed into the linespace data format using the MR methods ToLineItem.Mapper and ToLineItem.Reducer. So for item "I 1 " which is frequent, its line-space representation is as follows:
< (1) >,<7, (1)1 >, <8, (1)1 >,<9, (1)1 > The sample outputs are sorted and grouped by the line number and then offered to the ToLine.Reducer which only accumulates the ItemIds and outputs them to a line-space. The resulting lines (Table 6 ) would be similar to the previous lines set of Table 4 excluding any attribute value which was discarded during the frequent items generation. If no ItemIds are thrown with certain line, or if the number of remaining ItemIds in a line is smaller than the iteration value then this line is dropped from the line-space. Table 1 ). The algorithm then repeats the data transformation until all frequent items are discovered.
Generate Strong Association Rules
Now that we have the set of complete frequent items of all sizes available, our algorithm uses also MR to extract the association rules form the set of frequent items This is done in one MR job using the map and reduce functions as shown in Figure 5 . If frequent items fit in main memory and processing time of discovering them is not time consuming then hash tables data structure can be used to hold the data thrown from the map function. In this case, the key will be the left-part and the value will be a set (right-part: supp) entries for frequent items. In the distributed implementation of this step, data are thrown to distributed file system and the MR middleware is responsible about sorting the entries and fetching them in groups to the reduce functions. The overall workflow of MR-ARM algorithm can be shown in Figure 6 . 
. 3.5 MR-ARM Algorithm Main Features
• All elements, either in line-space or item-space, are saved in one virtual collection that has the same data structure. This produces simpler abstracted data that is easy to be serialized and distributed among the cluster nodes. Also, this helps to develop more abstracted algorithms such as ours without imposing restrictions on how to save and coordinate the data distribution. Data chunks can have arbitrary sizes with no effect on the algorithm performance. This allows the underlined middleware (Hadoop in our imple-mentation) to split the data dynamically in order to achieve load balancing execution with no accuracy consequences. This is an advantage over other algorithms that uses bagging [26] and boosting [27] which are affected with the size of the splits in the parallel implementations.
• The candidate frequent items of all degrees are represented in the same way.
In special cases where number of attributes is less than hundreds, MR-ARM uses binary format as in Table 3 to hold the values of the dataset. Thus one integer number is sufficient to represent the ColumnIds and another integer is sufficient to represent RowId for an item. In the case of the datasets from UCI [28] which have been used in some experiments (Section 4), one integer number of 32 bits memory size is sufficient to represent any frequent item of any degree. For example, the first transaction in the "tic-tac" dataset (b,o,b,b,o,x,x,o,x,negative), ColumnIds are represented in integer value with at least 10 bits memory size. To represent the ColumnIds of candidate item of size 2 we use 100001 binary = 33 decimal . For other candidate items that represent the highest possible degree reached in this line we use1111111111 binary = 4095 decimal . This reduces significantly the amount of memory used and increases the algorithm speed as most of operations done on ItemIds in the algorithm are usually reduced to one direct arithmetic operation. For example, merging two ItemIds is done using either union or add operator on two integer numbers (I merg = I 1 + I 2 ) rather than using Java Set data structure.
• In MR-ARM, all data are saved on file system. Processing data is done in stream I/O reading. This is much faster than accessing the datasets in randomly.
Scalable Distributed Set Intersection
In algorithms that apply vertical format as in [16] [21], set (tid-list) intersections are used heavily to discover frequent items of higher degrees. Two main constraints may arise in this case: The first one is that data may not fit all in the main memory, the second one is when the number of current frequent items is numerous then performing set intersection tends to consume a lot of time. Pruning helps decreasing the amount of sets to be intersected. However, in processing very large datasets, the number of sets to be interested is still large even after pruning. The proposed algorithm can be seen in a way similar to mining algorithms that employ vertical data format. Though, it performs the set intersections in parallel within a single step and for all available sets. Table 7 depicts how a batch set intersection is performed in our algorithm Column (a) in Table 7 shows the set of four frequent items with their lines occurrences. There are few steps to generate intersections for all items disjoint sets.
Step one involves mapping data in the line-space as in Column (b).
Step two is to generate disjoints for all items in each line as shown in Column (c). In this column, 
lines "3" and "6" do not produce any disjoints.
Step three, is to map back the new generated disjoints to item-space with the corresponding line (Column (d)). Doing intersections in this way fits naturally to MR framework. Exact details were explained previously in Section 3.1. To compare the performance of our intersection method and other vertical mining methods, an in-memory implementation of the above intersection method is built. Figure 7 displays the time taken to perform all the items sets intersections using our method versus the traditional vertical methods such as [16] [21] and for different number of items. Our Java source code of the second is available at http://code.google.com/p/datamininggrid/.
We compare our MR intersection method with "Set.retainall()" method in Java Collection framework (http://java.sun.com/developer/onlineTraining/collections/). We choose datasets of 10,000 lines with up to 50 random items occurring in each line. We repeat the experiment for different distinct items in a set ranging from 50 to 500 items. Dataset size is fixed in all experiments. The more distinct items value means the more disjoints to be intersected and at the same time means fewer items in the intersected sets. We notice that the MR-Intersection time-after certain range-is faster than the traditional method of the Java collection framework. The difference between the two methods increases as the number of items increases. This means the new set intersection method is much efficient in large datasets where massive numbers of disjoint entries can occur.
MR-ARM Implementation
Two implementations of the proposed algorithm have been developed; one is included in Weka machine learning software and the other one is done in Apache Hadoop (http://hadoop.apache.org/)
Weka Implementation
Embedding the proposed algorithm in Weka software will benefit us by accessing the extensive tools available in the software in order to analyse data and to pre-process it before applying the new learning algorithm. Further, since Weka has uniform interface with algorithms, this allows us to compare our algorithm with already existed ones. We extended Weka's class hierarchy with the new implementation of our associate algorithm that we name its base class "MRApriori". So the algorithm is available to the user in the Associate tab in the GUI Explorer interface. The base class is included in the "weka.association" package. More methods are overridden to provide generic information about the class such as documentation, its version, its authors and related papers. We used the "Associate Panels" (Figure 8 ) to invoke the proposed algorithm after it has been added to other existing association package. Figure 9 shows the output from our association rule mining program on the nominal version of the "contact" dataset from UCI, and Figure 10 displays the object editor of the algorithm which enables end-user to set initial values.
Despite the simplicity of the data, several rules are found. For each rule displayed, the number outputted before the arrow denotes the number of training cases for which the antecedent is true, and the number displayed after the arrow corresponds to the number of cases in which the consequent is true. The rule confidence value is depicted within the parentheses
Hadoop Implementation
The MR implementation of the proposed algorithm is also done using Apache Hadoop version 20.1 (http://hadoop.apache.org/). The code is documented and available at Google code repository under project name "dataminingGrid" [23] . 
Experimentations and Results
Twenty different datasets from UCI repository [28] were used in the experiments, and we have treated the class attribute simply as any other attribute in each dataset since we are applying an association rule mining algorithm and not a classification one. Unfortunately, in contrary to the classification algorithms, Weka does not provide a common evaluation module to measure the performance of association rule algorithms. Still few measurements can be applied The proposed algorithm has been compared with Apriori in which Apriori's source code has been obtained from Weka, whereas MR-ARM has been implemented as Weka plug-in, and its source code is available on [23] . We run our algorithm on the datasets using a MinSupp of 5%. Results on the number of rules found in each run are displayed in Table 8 in which the MR-ARM generates identical rules as Apriori The time taken to produce the association rules by Apriori and the proposed algorithm is depicted in Figure 11 after lowering the MinSupp to 1% to increase the possibility of extracting more rules. Figure 11 depicts the difference in time using 100% stacked columns for the Apriori and MR-ARM. Weka implementation of Apriori is generally takes less time than MR-ARM. This is since, for small datasets the batch set intersection in MR-ARM is taking more time if contrasted with straightforward set intersection as shown before in Figure 7 . Also the code of Apriori is taken from Weka which is well tested and optimized and thus expected to avoid bottlenecks that affect the application performance. Lastly, the proposed algorithm is designed for distributing processing in MR framework and therefore it requires little time to start up the Hadoop clusters which can be an overhead for small datasets running on a single machine. 
MR-ARM Performance in Hadoop Cluster
A cluster of three machines was used to test the Hadoop implementation of MR-ARM to further evaluate its effectiveness on large scale data on MR environment.
MRSim [23] , a MR Hadoop simulator is employed to simulate the algorithm in Hadoop cluster environment. The Hadoop cluster for this set of experiments consist of a total of 12 physical cores across 3 computer nodes as shown in Table 9 The performance of the proposed algorithm has been evaluated from the aspect of efficiency. For the rule accuracy, the MR-ARM generates similar results no matter how the input data are split. In Figures 12-15 , F 1 to F n correspond to the time needed to find frequent items of sizes 1 to n, and L 2 to L n denote the time needed to transform data from item-space to line-space of size 2 to n respectively. In these experiments, we have used different MinSupp values where we have lowered the MinSupp in some cases to 3% and used different dataset size varying from 2 -4 Million transactions. The Data used in these experiments were generated from the "Mushroom" dataset in UCI after replicating its instances many times. In these figures, axis "X" represents the number of transactions introduced to MR-ARM miner, and axis "Y" denotes the time in seconds to complete the task. Figure 14 shows the time taken to transform the data to item-space when MinSupp equals 3% and 20% respectfully including the generation of each level frequent items The time taken to transform the data to line-space for each frequent item level and using the same MinSupp values (3%, 20%) is presented in Figures 13-15 . Figure 16 depicts the total time for all iterations for different MinSupp values. It is obvious from all figures that there is an initial time overhead for starting up the job on Hadoop cluster. No matter how small the data, at least 15 seconds are needed to submit the job to the cluster. However, apart from the initial overhead, the execution time tends to be linear to the number of transactions processed. Moreover, and for different MinSupp values, finding frequent items of size two and three consumes most of the algorithm time as shown in Figures 12-15 . This is since line-space and item-space of degree two and three (iterations 2&3) contain more items than other iterations. In most cases, when the remaining data in the current item/line space is small (spaces of degrees more than three) it is more efficient to carry on finding items of higher sizes in a single machine using the Weka implementation to get rid of the overhead needed to start up new java processes on Hadoop cluster. 
Scalability & Simulation Results
To further evaluate the scalability of the MR-ARM algorithm, we have implemented the MRSim and employed it to simulate the number of Hadoop environments using a varying number of nodes for up to 50. MRSim is a general purpose simulator that aims to simulate the behaviour of different algorithms on Hadoop cluster. Each simulated Hadoop node is associated with 6 mappers, and 2 reducers. Two input datasets were used in the simulations (D1 and D2) which have been generated from "Mushroom" dataset with numbers of transactions equal to 3,412,080 and 13,648,320 respectively. Table 10 lists the configurations of the simulated Hadoop environments. Figure 17 shows the results of the MRSim combined with three points repre- senting runs from real experiments using D1. The real experiment time is slightly larger than simulated times. Also, the same figure reveals that the processing time of the MR-ARM decreases as the number of nodes increases (Cluster D1). It is also worth noting that there is no significant reduction in processing time of the proposed algorithm beyond certain number of nodes for certain data sizes. This is primarily due to the fact MR-ARM is using several Hadoop jobs to complete the work in which each job requires around 15 seconds in time initialisation. Thus, the MR-ARM algorithm in Hadoop scales better when using large or very large datasets. 
Conclusions
Building fast and efficient association rule mining algorithms for large-scale databases is a crucial task in data mining. This paper proposed a new Map-Reduce association rule mining algorithm called MR-ARM that uses hybrid learning approach by transforming intermediate data communicated among clusters from linespace and item-space in finding frequent items and generating the rules. Two versions of the MR-ARM were implemented (Weka, Hadoop) using Java. Different experimentations have been conducted against small, medium and large datasets some of which are from the UCI to contrast the proposed algorithm with other scalable association rule algorithms. The main focus in the experimentations is the algorithm's efficiency in generating frequent items during each data transformation (iteration). The results revealed that MR-ARM algorithm is more efficient than Apriori in mining large datasets because of the fast and parallel intersections among items tid-lists while finding the frequent items. Though, for small datasets, Apriori outperformed the proposed algorithm on a single machine since MR-ARM normally wastes 15 seconds to start up clusters on Hadoop and therefore running these kinds of datasets on a single machine with Apriori is more efficient. During the experiments of large datasets, different minimum support (Minsupp) values have been employed in mining datasets holding 2-4 Million transactions of different lengths to measure the proposed algorithm scalability and efficiency. The results clearly showed that the MR-ARM implemented on Hadoop environment scales well in processing time since its time decreases as the number of nodes increases.
